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FRAN CE —DNSI--The alleged
"Communist Bloodbath" in
North Vietnam after the 1954
Geneva Accords was "100%
fabricated" by intelligence
services in Saigon financed by
the U. S. Government, according
to a Vietnamese Catholic who
was head of psychological
warfare for the Saigon army
during the Presidency of the late
Ngo Dinh Diem.

Colonel Nguyen Van Chau,
director of the Central
Psychological War Service of the
South Vietnamese Armed Forces
from 1956 to 1962, declared in
an interview that the Saigon
government waged "total
psychological warfare" in 1956
to persuade Vietnamese and
world opinion that there was a
terrorist bloodbath in North
Vietnam. The purpose of the
campaign was to justify
President Diem's refusal to
negotiate with Hanoi on ways to
carry out the elections and
reunification promised in the
1954Geneva Accords.

"By a total campaign, I mean
that it was ideological, literary
and even artistic," said Chau.
"Forged documents were
distributed to various political
groups and to groups of writers
and artists, who used the false
documents to carry out the
propaganda campaign. '

British and American
intelligence services helped
collect authentic documents on
which the forged documents
were based. The forgeries were
so well done that President Diem
himself was fooled by them,
Chau said. Diem's brother Nhu
was in on the fabrications, but
Diem was "too innocent" to
realize what was going on, Chau
added.

When Diem was assassinated
in 1963, Colonel Chau left
Washington, where he had been
military attache at the Saigon
embassy. He now lives in
Orleans, France, with his large
family in a suburban apartment
decorated with traditional
Vietnamese art objects and
pictures of the Pope. Chau is a
school teacher.

Colonel Chau said that
accusations against the North
Vietnamese regime in books by
Hoang Van Chi were "wholly

imaginary and without
foundation."

The prediction by the bishop
of Danang, Pham Ngoc Chi, that
a communist takeover in the
South would lead to bloody
reprisals against 2 million people
is "ridiculous.

The reason for Bishop Chi's
"purely imaginary" accusations,
said Chau, is that as bishop of
Bui Chu in North Vietnam in the
early 1950 s he organized his
diocese militarily to fight against
the Viet Minh, with French
backing. "Bishop Chi is a good
bishop and I like him personally,
but because of his past he feels
there is no hope for him to
cooperate with the communists.
He has no good source of
information about North
Vietnam; he is not at all well
informed," Chau said.

Between 1945 and 1956 up
to 500 Catholics were killed or
imprisoned for political reasons
in North Vietnam, said Chau,
adding that the figure was
probably too high. Since 1956,
the regime has been liberal
toward Catholics.

"If in 1945 the
anti-communist nationalist
parties and not the Viet Minh
had taken power, just as many
Catholics would have been
killed, because the population
regarded the Catholics as
instruments of colonialism—not
without reason," said Chau, who
noted that his own family was
one of the first to be converted
to Catholicism in the 17th
century. French missionaries and
bishops manipulated Vietnamese
Catholics to serve French
interests, he said.

Chau recounted that as a
military Catholic in North
Vietnam, he himself was
frightened by the first wave of
American-financed
anti-communist propaganda that
in 1954 persuaded hundreds of
thousands of Catholics to flee to
the South.

"ln early 1954, in
preparation for the worst--that
is, a Viet Minh takeover--the
Americans trained and sent
Vietnamese special agents under
various covers to penetrate the
population in the North. After
the Geneva Accords, those
agents prepared the 'black
propaganda' that frightened the
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refugees into leaving."

("Black propaganda" is the
technical term which describes
written or radio messages
disseminated in such a way that
readers or listeners feel the
content is coming from an
official or friendly source, when,
in fact, it is not.)

The "Black propaganda"
consisted primarily of fake
"communist" tracts
announcing bloody reprisals
against Catholics and others who
had collaborated with the
French. One effective form of
"black propaganda" was staged
photographs supposedly showing
"revolutionaries " committing
atrocities and sacrileges. Chau
said he later learned that such
photographs were faked.

Later, "black propaganda"
was used extensively to discredit
communists in South Vietnam.
In 1961, British, American and
Vietnamese intelligence services
cooperated in putting together a
collection of "captured
communist documents" that
were put on exhibit in the
Saigon City Hall, drawing huge
crowds. The project was
financed by the CIA and the
documents were all forgeries.
said Chau.

Chau said that the Saigon
regime used to, and pibbably
still does, run a clandestine radio
which pretended to be
"liberation Radio" in order to
diffuse "black propaganda." The
broadcasts were patterned on
authentic Liberation Radio
broadcasts, with just a few slight
changes in detail, designed for
example to give the impression
that the communists were
massacring innocent civilians.
Even cabinet ministers in the
Diem regime thought the
broadcasts were authentic and
would call up Diem "who was
frightened too," and ask him to
order the intelligence services to
track down the transmitter,
which was located in the
outskirts of Saigon. Information
services carefully monitored the
fake radio and gave translations
of broadcasts to journalists,who
accepted them as authentic.

anti-communism has been a
main obstacle to peace and
national unity in Vietnam. "In
this isolated corner of France,"
he said, "as a Catholic I pray
that our bishops in South
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Colonel Chau said he has
come to realize that the
Catholics' intransigent
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Vietnam will change
attitude before it is too lat;

that the Church can fulfil
proper apostolic role to en,

killing and bring peace
reconciliation to Vietnam."
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L.B.R. Aumo's BEST
$331 STEREO VALUE

Individually, each of the components pictured
is an outstanding sound-per-dollar value.
Together, at LBR Audio, they make up an
eminently satisfying stereo system of surprisingly
modest cost.

The two-way H/K 20 loudspeakers are true
acoustic suspension systems, wherby a small
volume of air trapped in the compact cabinets
controls the movement of the woofer cones for
crisp and undistorted bass. Their bass
performance is complemented by H/K tweeters
noted for coloration-free mid-range and extended
highs. The H/K 20's have been carefully designed
so that they don't need an inordinate amount of
amplifier power to get sufficient output.

The Harman/Kardon 330 A AM FM stereo
receiver delivers a clean and honest 22 watts
RMS per channel, ideal for the H/K 20's modest
power demands. The Harman Kardon's sensitive
AM FM tuner section will receive your favorite
stations free of distortion and "hash" and there's
ample flexibility for adding such niceties as
stereo headphones, two speaker systems, and a
tape deck.

In keeping with our goal of outstanding
performance for modest cost, for this system we
recommend the BSR 510/X automatic record
changer. It will turn your records with
rock-steady accuracy, and the Shure M-75C
cartridge with diamond stylus treats them gently.

The individual selling prices of these
components usually total $ 384,90. But at LBR
Audio, we'll go this value one better and sell the
complete system for only $ 331. That's a saving
of $53.90. We invite you to stop by soon to
listen -- and to save. Thank you.
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